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In • oat of the developing countries ~e gap in general development, standard of livint; 
and social conditions between urban and. industrial zones is widening. The richer regions 
beoome more and more wealthy, the poor regions poorer. This tendency leads on the one hand 
to an exaggerated exodus to the urban centres which exceeds the possibilities of these 
centres to absorb the manpower as well as to supply the newcoaere with. housing, utilities 
and social services. On the other bani, the livi~ conditions in maey r:ural areas as well 
as the ecological basis !or food production deteriorate because of excessive use of the 
natural resources, destruction of vegetative oover, lack of fertilizers, and erosion by 
wind and water. In many arid and su.barid regions the la.ck of fuel hu reached an alarming 
stage. In lilo11e extreme cases the proou.rement of :fuel to cook the food is more difficult 
and more expensive than the procurement of the f.ood i teelf. J.s the poor ~rural population 
depends exclusively on local energy sources, not only forests, trees and scrub are d.ia
appearing and the soil is deprived of their protective influence, but also.other organic 
aatter, such as vegetable waste and anima~ dung is burned. 'l'he consequence i • a lack of 
organic matter for fertilization azn improvement of the agricultural soil• and a further 
reduction of their produotion potential® The reasons for the unequal.developaent are aani
fold, b'at a large.part stems from inaufficient investment• in the rural area• and in many 
oases even a contiwoue capital drain from these regions toward the urban and industrial 
parts of the country. Preeent forest policy and use of forests a,s they a.re ourrentl:, applied 
in moat developing countries aim primarily at the mobilisation of the capital in mature 
or over-mature natural forests and in soae cases at the building up of large indu• trial 
plantations of fut growing species as raw material for wood-baaed i?ldu.• trie•• The paper 
shows that this policy ray well contribute to the overall developaent of the national 
eoonomy but is not adequate to fight against the trend of further i11poveriahaent of remote 
rural areas. A new diaension of forestry is ther~fore needed which oan contribute' to 
• tabilir.in« the natural foundations of food production and to atop or even,to reverse th!l!l 
i.llpoveriehaent of rural are&e. The so-called "Forestry for Local Co~ty Developaent" 
i • plie• a speoial type of forestry applied fort by or on behalf of a looal oo.-wrlty 11U0h 

u a village, a group of village• or a muaber of indivfd.ual eettleaente. The objeotive• 
of the manageaent of •uch forests are primarily the production of good~ and •ervioe• to 
oover the needs of the local coammity and their population. The input• in thi• fore• tl'7 
are to co• e priaarily fro11 the local coamnity it•elf and e• peoially in th• fora of pro
ductive labour. 'D>.e principle• of forestry for looal oo-.mity developaent apply in the 
oue where tree cover bu partly or oo•pletely dis~ppeared and ha• to be re-eata'blished 
by plantation u well u in the oase where settleaents a.re •till 8'UTQunded by foN• ta, 
hedge• azn i • olated trees bu1 where the objeotivee of the 1118.lJ&ge• ent and treatment of thia 
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vegetation have to be defined in such a way as to meet the needs of the collllJIUD.l.~Y as 
adequately as possible. Finally, it is underlined that the establishment and management 
of forests for local oolDWlity developnent is not so·much a technical as a psyohologioal, 
imrti tutio:r.ial and poli tioal problem. But in view of the importance of an improveaent of 
the aitua.tion in many backward regions in'developing countries, forestry for local 
oolllll'l.lnity developaent constitutes a challenge for a modern forest policy and mu.oh attention 
should be given to this type of foreetry in many developing countries. 
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1. In most of the developing countries, the gap between urban an~ industrial zones on the 
one hand, and rural zones on the other hand, is widening, as far as general development, 
standard of living and social conditions are concerned. The richer regions become more and 
more wealthy, the poor regions, poorer. In many countries, relative under-develop:Dent of 
rural areas'hae reached a dramatic stag-Q. Rural exodus to the urban centres and ecological 
degradation of vast rural areas are some of the consequences of this trend. Both affect 
not only the populations directly involved but also the countries as a whole. 

2. The excessive inequality of developllent in rural and urban regioll8 ha1,1 an impelling 
effect on the exodus to the urban centres. There is no doubt that in most of the developing 
countries, a further decrease in numbers working in agriculture is unavoidable and also 
necessary, but in many countries the actual rate of exodus·exceeds by far the possibilities 
of the economy in the urban and industrial areas to absorb this manpower, as well as the 
capacity of the urban centres to supply these newcomers with housing, utilities and social 
services. Thie is a typical phenomenon in most developing countries and if over accentu
ated, will lead to dangerous poli tioal tensions, social disturbance and inhuman living con
di tions. There is no question that the number of jobs has to be urgently increased by 
industrialisation; however, national developnent plans should aim at an equilibrium be
tween the number of new jobs in the urban~ the industrialised regiona and the number of 
people migrating from rural areas to the urban centres. This equilibrium is preaently 
upset in man;y countries due to the inequality of develo}IIBnt in rural and urban regions. 

3. Even more drama.tic is in many oases the ecological degradation of the under-
developed rural regions and its impact on the natural resources and the potential of the 
land to produce food and oomm.oditiea in the future. To give just a few examples: 

4. The fast-growing population in all developing countries combined with a slow i:o:
crease or in some regions even a decrease in food production per unit of land, leads to 
an increasing alienation of forest lands to permanent am/or shifting agriculture. Alone 
in Continental, South-East and South Asia, about a·million hectares are cleared arimally 
by shifting ouJtivators, and the total area involved in ahiftibg agriculture is deemed to 
be as high as 103 million hectares for the whole region. 

5• In addition to the land for food production there are inoreaaing re'qu.iremente for 
fuelwood and small-size timber, for daily use by the rural popg.lation. Continental and 
insular South-East and South Asia have at present an amm.al oolllJ\lllption of 400 million m3 
of wood. Fu.elwood represents about 30 per cent of this figare. But the 320 millioD m3 
of fuelwood only cover part of the requirements. In addition to :f'u.elwood, a large amount 
of vegetable va• te and oow dung is used. For South Asia alone (Pald.st~, India, Bangla
desh and Sri Lanka), the organio matter burnt in the form of vegetable waste and cow dung 
ie equivalent to 475 million m3 of fuelwoo.d. 'lhie organic matter is la.eking for fertiliza
tion an.d improvement of the agrioul tural soils where the lack of hwmts and nutrient ele
ments ie the limiting factor for increued food production~ The requirements for fuel are 
growing in the whole South-Ea.et and South A&ia region by about 20 million •3 fuelvood 
equivalent per year. In terms of forest area to be out, the aggregate requirement• of 
fuelwood necessitate an annual olearing of nearly 4 million hectares of fore111t. 

6. In • ome regions, e• peoially in -arid and nbarid climates, fuelwood am. charcoal are 
la.o:k:i.ng to such an extent that the quantitative ana. qualitative illt&m.ard of. :r.m:trition o;t 
the popu.lation is endangered. In some oase111 the availability of :f'ood i11 not i!JO noh a 
problem as the fuel with vhioh to oook it. The costs of petrol, ooal or Pfi1 are be,-ond 
the pos• ibilities of the :Mll'al popg.lation am. so they have to rely on fuelvood and oha:r
ooalo It ia reported that in some oountriee up to 30 per cent of the faaily inooae bu to 
be apent on thia oomaodity. '!he treeleBB land around oitiei!I and villa,teB is oontizm.ou• ly 
expaming. Firewood hu to be obtained, if at all, far away from inhabited areu. In 
other oaaes, the people have to u• e aore and more grass and litter as fuel, t~• further 
expoeing the eoil to de• truotive agenta. 
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7. One of the direct effects of soil degradation and destruction of the vegetative 
cover is erosion by wind and water. India reports that 50 per cent of her total land area 
is seriously affected by water and wind erosion and that displacing of fertile top soil is 
estimated to be around 6 000 million tons a year. In Pakistan erosion affects 76 per cent 
of the total land area. Nepal is perhaps one of the most dramatic cases of its kind in 
Asia. In many parts of Nepal the forests have been cleared up to 2 000 m. Slopes of 100 

· per cent are under cul ti vat ion. Huge landslides occur during periods of contilDl.ous rain. 
Landslides that destroy lives, humus and crops occur more and more frequently throughout 
the Nepalese hills becl:lllse ground-holding trees a.re disappearing fast. Currently the 
washing a.wa;y of top soil is a threat to agricultural productivity in the remaining fields. 
Similar landscapes, perhaps to some extent less pronounced, can be found everywhere in the 
hilly areas in other parts of the world. 

8. The erosion of agricultural soils has its counterpart in increasing siltation of 
rivers and water reservoirs. Thus the river bed of the Nepalese Terai is rising between 
15 to 30 oms a year. This rising of river beds, which occurs beo8l..tse of accelerated soil 
erosion, is a major cause of the more frequent and dangerous floods in all regions. :Bu.t 
sedimentation also causes loss of reservoir water storage capacity. The Xangla reservoir 
receives every year 100 million tons of sediment, of which the Jhelum river, due to 
indiscriminate felling and burning of the forest in the oatohment area, contributes 81 per 
cent. The I(angla reservoir was built to last 100 years or more. Sediment measurement 
after a few years of operation indicates that most of the reservoir's capacity will have 
gone in 50 to 75 years. Some of the water reservoirs in India lose 2 per cent annually of 
their capacity. The Ambuk:lao reservoir in the Philippines will only be useful for 32 
years, whereas at the time of construction, a lifespan of 62 years was calculated. The 
difference is due to increasing erosion of the upper Agno river. The Keiktila lake in 
Burma is a. most successful irrigation work constructed over 900 years ago by the Burmese 
kings. It remained substantially unaltered up to the turn of this century. Now the lake 
is beginning to silt up. Its nortliern part was waterless by the 1950s and the area which 
can be irrigated with the water of the lake has decreased from 20 000 heota.res in 1926-27 
to 11 000 hectares in 1951-52. The ancient Burmese knew that densely afforested areas 
supplied ample sub-soil water to feed the rivers and prevent erosion. So they prohibited 
an;y- cutting of jungle and clearing of land for any purposes within two miles of the bank 
of a stream in the catchment area. Now demographic pressu1•e has the last word and the 
country's wisdom has yielded to land hunger. 

9. Wini and water erosion increase the area of' wasteland at the expense of the agri
oul tural land. The ratio of waste versus arable land is about 20 per cent in India, 38 
per oent in the Nepalese eastern hills and 65 per cent in the Inionesian district of 
Gu.nu.ng Kidul. In addition to physical eroaion, chemical erosion results in leaching and 
subsequent modification of soil structure occurs. With the disappearance of tree cover, 
the nutrient cycle is disrupted and the beneficial action of the tree root action lost. 
Xoreover, the disappearance of trees which act as windbreaks or shelterbelts affects the 
yield of agricultural crops. 

10. Similar examples can be found in aany other regions of the world. To maintain and 
increase food production at a sufficient level, it is however essential that the natural 
foundation of agricultural and livestock production be well conserved. The disruption of 
the ecological environment which very often is the consequence of the impoverishment of the 
ruralareas has to be seen as the most serious threat to agricultural production in maey 
parts of the world. It i • therefore e•sential to stop this prooeas of deterioration, to 
restore th• ecological equilibrium between man and land, and to avoid an;y- further des
tructive action on those land.a which are still not so mu.oh affected. Better land u• e 
systems aiming at diversified production of foods and non-food crops, have to be imple
mented through a multi-disciplinary approach on a nation-wide scale with the cooperation 
of thll'I large mass of rural population. 

11. The reasons for the relative and in ma.cy oases even absolute impoverishment of the 
remote rural areas are manifold. High birth rates can lead to a popglation growth whi_oh 
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exceeds the ecological bearing capacity of a given region. In. this case only migration to 
other regions or the provision of food and fuel from outside can alleviate the situation, 
at least temporarily. 

12. '!he main reason lies, howevers in the inherent laws of economics and the problem of 
disparity of developnent in rural zones compared to urban and industrialised zones in one 
and the same country is not confined to developing countries. The same trend exists also 
in highly developed countries. As the internal rates of return are generally higher in 
industry, trade, crafts and b11ilding in urban zones than in rural zones and forestry, there 
is an understandable tendency to give preference to investments in the more developed parts 
of a country, because in the interests of fast overall growth of national economy and 
average per capita income, the capital allocations are made according to maximum efficiency. 

13. 'file adoption of the principle of most efficient capital allocation wi tho·u.t correc
tive measures in favour of under-developed remote areas leads not only to a lack of new 
investment in ru.ral areas but even a continuous capital drain from rural tc, urban zones, 
and rural producers and their communities are often forced to live off their assets so 
that their rural production capital is gradually swallowed up (soil degradation by over
utilization, lack of fertilization, wind and water erosion; destruction of vegetation 
cover by over-grazing and collection of fuel; over-cutting and destruction of forest re
souroee; utilisation of manure as fuel; depletion of existing infrastructure, etc.). 
This capital drain contributes to the increasing wealth of the more highly developed areas 
and the ever-increasing poverty of the ru.ral areas. 

14. The relative under-developmen.t and impoverishment of rural areas is detrimental to 
the country as a whole and should. be stopped or even reversed, not only in view of social 
justice but also in the interests of a balanced, long--tenn develo?Dent of a country. The 
tools are better education and training of the people in these regions, building up of a.n 
adequate institutional framework to encourage active participation of the population in 
the development process, technical assistance and advice through rural extension services 
and. special meaauree of economic policy by the state. 

15. Forest policy is one of the means by which the state can influence regional develop
ment. The actual forest policy of most of the developing countries is conceived ma.inly 
to support the general economic developiient of the country and not so mu.ch to contribute 
to a more balanced development or rural and industrial areas within the country. In fact, 
the main line6 of forest policy in most countries aim to mobilize capital which is 
imobilised in mature and over-mature natural forests and to make this capital available 
for investment in other sections of the national economy with higher returns and a high 
impact on the general development. In many cases, especially as long as timber is BI
ported in the form of unprocessed logs, the gain on this capital conversion for the 
national economy is hoveYer very small. With underpaid .la.bour and insufficient yields 
from • tWBpage, cheap timber is produced for the world market and the ensuing added values 
go to the benefit of foreign entrepreneurs, maritime companies and industries in the 
developed countries. 

16. In other oases, where a.n. export-oriented wood-based industry has been built up 1 the 
situation is no doubt more favourable for the national economy as a whole. But as these 
industries are orten not located in forestry areas but close to the export outlets, or in 
the illdustrial sones, they do not contribute to the developnent of rural areas. In many 
oases these forestry activities contribute even to the disparity of development in rural 
a.reaa. 'Jlle revenue from the often too low stumpage ra·tee is generally not invested in the 
region where it originate•, but in urban sonea. Vast potential resources of secondary 
• peeiea am llllOh small di11eneion tiuiber of valuable wood species are destroyed during 
h&rveeting or later by ou.ltivator• invading the logged areas. In this way much capital 
which could be u•ed in the tature is annihilated and the future production potential 
aeriou•ly coapromi•ed. '.al• value of d••troyed production capital may even exceed the 
value ot the harves·ted tiaber. The permanent infraatruoture built up by the .mtrepreneurs 
in the fore•t area is aini11&l sinoe it i • not oonoeived in view of a long-term general 
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high rates of return in processing. 
developed areas of the country or to 
All these tendencies thue contribute 
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The low local wages a..~d low stumpage rates make for 
But these rates of return accrue to the already more 
foreign investors and not _to the ·local population. 
to the further capital drain from remote rural areas 

17. The establishment of new plantations of fast-growing species as a source of raw 
material for wood-based industries implies investment in rural areas and utilization and 
Pl\Ylllel~t of looal labour for planting, tei::ding and exploitation of these plantations. But 
also here in many cases, the major effects are in favour of the more developed regions of 
the countries as the low wages in the baokill'ard regions make it possible to produce relative
ly cheap timber whioh strengthens the economy of the processing industry in the developed 
SJ:'Aas, end enables them to realise higher rates of return and at the same time, to pay 
their workers higher ratel!I than those paid to the workers in the timber-producing area, 
wh:i.ch also contributes to the unequal regional development. 

18. It cannot be questioned that the present forest and timber policy adopted by most 
of the developing countries leads to a certain mobilisation of capital which can be made 
available for the general development of the country. The capital conversion is, however, 
not very efficient al!I it is bound to result in heavy losses and prejudices for the poten
tial of future production in the exploited areas. The contribution of forestry and forest 
industries to the development of the under-developed rural areas is therefore marginal. On 
the contrary, in most areas it contribu·tes to the widening of the gap between the urban and 
rural areas and the increasing disparity in the grow-th of developnent within various 
regio.ns of the country. 

19. To improve the situation in the under-developed rural areas, a new dimension of 
forestry is therefore needed whi.ch can contribute to stabilising the natural foundations 
of food production am. to stop or even reverse the impoverishment of rural areas. This 
forestry is fundamentally different from the forestry applied to the management and ex
ploitation of large natural forests 9wned by the state or industry, as well as ~he estab
lishment, management and exploitation of e:rlenl!live industrial plantations of fast-growing 
species. Both of these two types of forestry have their role to play in a national economy 
by producing large quantities of timber as raw material for industry and craftl!I and by 
rendering servioel!I (environmental effeots, .protection, recreation), as well as to produce 
income for the state and the forest owner. Big effortl!I are needed in developing and also 
many developed countries to improve these types of forestry and to increase the contribu
tion of foreatry and forest industries to the well-being and further developnent of the 
ooun·triea as a whole. 

20. But parallel to the• e well conceived and established types of forestry, a special 
type of forestry has to be developed and applied whic~ aiml!I at improving the general 
biological, social and eoonomio situation of the rural regions and rural communities. 
Forestry for Looal Community D$velopaent implies a special type of forestry applied for, 
by or on behalf of a looal oomnunity wch as a village, a group of villages, or a certain 
m • ber of individual • ettlements. The objectives of management of such forests are 
prim.ari.ly the production of goods and services to cover the needs of the local oommuni ty 
and their popu.lation. The inpu.ts in this forestry are ·to come primarily from the local 
oomunity itself. 

21. The kinds of good• and aervio.es to be produced b;r the forest and their relative 
priority have to be identified case by oase on the basis of the ecological possibilities 
of the region and the speoific requirements of the people in the community au.oh al!I : 

firewood, poles and: other timber needed b;r the local households and farms; 

fodder, or provision of ooanunal grazing for the local livestock; 

- minor forest products for direot oonett11ption or further processing and 
marketing by the looal population; 
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timber and other raw material for local craftsmen and small-size cottage 
industries, the products of which are needed by the local population (sawn 
timber, treatment of poles, fences, tools, furniture, household goods, 
11 tasar11 silk, gum, etc.), or can be marketed outside the community; 

the protection of local land and pasture from erosion by wind a.rid water; 

improvement of soils and food crop growing conditions in a.gri~silvicultuNtl 
systems; 

shelter for livestock; 

protection of springs and water reservoirs; 

amenities and recreation for the local population. 

22. This type of forestry is by no means a new invention. :Many rural communities in the 
developed countries of to~ay have practised it. Perhaps the most impressive example8 
existed in the Alps where the need for these goods and services was more accentuated a.rRl 
more felt, and where nature forced people more than in easier environments to cooperate 
within a strong community, and use over centuries trees and forests in a way whioh 
nowadays can serve as an example for many other regions of the world where to-day similar 
problems and conditions are becoming more and more pressing. 

23. The principles of forestry for local community developnent apply in the case where 
tree cover has partly or completely disappeared and has to be re-established by plantation 
as well as in the case where settlements are still surrounded by forest1,;, hedges and iao-.. 
lated trees but where the objectives of the management and treatment of this vegetation 
have to be defined in such a way as to meet the needs of the collllllUD.ity as adequately as 
possible. 

24. It is not the place here to describe all the different goods and aervices with 
which forestry can contribute to the prosperity of rural communities. But it i.s important 
to note that this contribution may lie well outside the range of products which normally 
are regarded as conventional major and minor forest products, and that all of them can be 
produced in addi-~ion to the beneficial biological and enviromoental effects of perennial 
plants and forests on agriculture and stock-raising. Only a few examples may be used to 
illustrate the many possibilities. 

25. Forests and trees oan contribute directly to the food supply of the pop~lation and 
even produce edible cash crops such as mushrooms, chestnuts, walnuts, pine kernels, which, 
for example, have increased ·the foreign exchange earnings of several Asian countries. In 
Japan bamboo is cultivated intensively for shoot production. Over a total area of about 
170 000 hectares, an average production of about 500 kgs of shoots, in addition to about 
2 tons of culms, is produced annually. The list of tubers, fru.its and leaves which have 
been or could be produced as food for local people is extensive. Honey collecting and 
bush meat of all kinds provide supplementary food sources from the forests. Fish produc
tion in swamps or mangrove forests is an important protein source. Mangroves and swamp 
forests offer a most valuable protective habitat to fish. 

26. Even more important are the potentials of agri-silvioulture. '!hie technique mi1Wt 
be defined as a method of raising forest crops in combination with agricultural crops on 
the same su.rface. Agri-silvicul ture can be applied on small holdings. The beat combina
tion of perennial trees and short term crops or of trees and fodder for livestock depends 
on the ecological situation and the mtri tiomU habits of the population. The combination 
of trees and arum.al crops, at least for some years before the tree canopy is clo• ed, allows 
for the maximum protection of the soil, especially in ·the hwnid tropics, and improves the 
growing conditions for the trees as well as for food crop,!. i'he trees can be used in short 
rotations for fuel, for timber or for fodder. After their exploitation a new oycle of com
bined agriculture and tree production starts, favoured by the soil improvement due to the 
fallow period unier the growing trees. 



27. Another interesting example of non conventional utilisati.on of trees in combination 
with agriculture is the growing of budworms for wi.ld silk (tasar silk) production. A lot 
of research has been done in this field in recent years which proves that there exists an 
important potential in different forest tree species for the production of silk which may 
form the basi a for local cotta.ge industries and offer s·o.pplementary labour opportunities 
and income for ·the members of the community. 

28. The inputs in this forestry for local community d.evelopaent have to be provided as 
far as possible by the locctl community itself, mainly in the fonA of productive labour. 
One of the main problems of the backward rural areaa is the fa.ct that the local labour 
force is often partly unemployed and partly working at very low productivity rate, and 
therefore their contribution to the formation of capital is minimum or even under certain 
ciroumstances negative, in that consumption is hiE;iler tha.n production. When this un
exploited or unproductive manpower is successfully harnessed for the improvement of the 
infrastructure and local production, then a really positive contribution is made to the 
development of the region. As long as there is unemployed or only partially employed man
power which is generally the case in these regions, the principal aim must be to use this 
manpower for productive work, even if the productivity of the adopted working methods is 
relatively low. The benefit for the local collllDUnity is neverthelesa greater than if 
mechanised methods are employed to obtain higher productivity, since oonsiderable portions 
of expenditure would go to the payment of outside specialiets, for the costs of machinery, 
f't1el, etc., which means that money is going again to the more highly developed parts of the 
economy or even abroad and does not contribute to the strengthening of the local economy. 

29. Thia labour input implies, however, a long-term investment which does not give 
immediate returns and does not yield directly even. the amount • needed to pay for the 
im tial work input® These obstacles can be overcome through convin.cing ·the people that 
these activities are in their own long-term interests, and by exercising suitable political 
motivation or moral pressure through the local community itself. An example of political 
motivation is the enormous achievement in the field of infraetruoture of the Chinese 
coID11IUnes; an example of moral pressure are the compulsory tasks, which have been oa.rried 
out gratuitously by members of European agricultural 001D11unities in the management of 
community forestet torrent control and improvement of pastures in the Alpine areas, etc. 
In the age of economy based e:x:clu.si vely on wonetary values I and the poorly developed social 
structures existing in man.-v ru.ral reaas of_ developing countries, (after the destruction of 
the previous rigid social structures), it is probably not feasible to eliminate money as an 
incentive for pa.yment of work exec1.1ted in the interest& of the coDDUnity. Aa the collllllUnity 
its elf often does not have any funds or ca.sh income, outside assistance is needed for ·the 
procurement of this money, at lee.st as an initial attraction. Once the initial phase has 
been passed, the )_1igher return.a a.nd the lower losses to the local economy enable further 
improvements to be carried out through aelf-fi.naucing a,s long as it ia ensured that these 
increased revenues do not fall victim, again to the capi"l;al drain and flow out of the 
region. 

30. The establishment and management of fore1:rt.a for local cowaurrl:ty development ie not 
so much a technical as a psychological, institutional and political proble•• 'l'b.e full 
cooperation and support of the local popv.lation and thi!ir au·thoritiea is a eina qua non 
condition. On the other hand, this type of foreetTy can contribute conaiderably to the 
development and maintenance of a feeling of reaponeibili'ty on a looal baaie which ia the 
most important pre-requisite for rural develop~ent. '!'he i~ple~entation of foreet1~ for 
local community development requires therefore a great d•al of eduoationbut local ~ore• try 
itself has considerable educative value for the rural population a:t¥1. their co~titutional 
leaders. In view of the importance of a.n improvement of the aitu.at::l.on in • &n1' ba.olor&rd 
regions in developing countries, f'oreetry for local community d•velopaent constitutes a 
challenge for a modern forest policy and lllUCh attention should be given to this type of 
forestry in many developing countries. 

31. COFO may wieh to discuss the different aepecte set out in thi• paper &nd eepeoi&ll7 
give its views on the possibilities am. limitations of a fore~t polioy &ia~d at •trengthen
ing the contribution of forestry to local community develop11e11t. 


